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The Concrete Anchor Strap is specially 
designed for installation during the 
construction process. Secure it to rebar or 
other underlying structural member then 
pour concrete and allow to set, and you are 
left with a fixed anchor point. Simply cut 
away when no longer needed.
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This product is compliant with the following safety regulations:
ANSI Z359.18-17 | OSHA 1910.140 & 1926.502

This product has been tested in an ISO 17025 certified laboratory in accordance with all requirements
specified by ANSI Z359.7-2019. All testing is validated by a third party professional engineer.

Declaration of conformity

Designed, tested, 
and assembled in 
the United States

For more information: 
+1 (800) 466 6385 
info@guardianfall.com

This product is compliant with the following safety regulations:
ANSI Z359.18-17 | OSHA 1910.140 & 1926.502
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-A Part number (s) Description                                                                              End point 1                                   End point 2                                  Length                                       

10705 Concrete Anchor strap, white webbing                              Pass-through loop                      D-ring                                          3’   

10710 Concrete Anchor strap, gold webbing                              Pass-through loop                      D-ring                                           3’

10715 Concrete Anchor strap, gold webbing                               Pass-through loop                      D-ring                                           4’

10717 Concrete Anchor strap, gold webbing                               Pass-through loop                      D-ring                                           6’ 

10720 Concrete Anchor strap, gold webbing                               Pass-through loop                      Pass-through loop                   4’

Protective sheath

Steel D-ring

Key Features & Benefits
Protective sheath
Easy inspection and strap longevity

Water-repellent contrasting
core webbing
Easy inspection and strap longevity

Steel D-ring end
Easy adjustment with gloves on

Pass-through loop ends
For fast and convenient installation

Lightweight and durable

Compatible with horizontal lifelines

Multiple lengths availble

Specifications
User weight range | 130-420 lbs 
Materials | Polyester & galvanized steel 
Minimum breaking strength | 5,000 lbs

Pass-through
loop ends

10720

10715
Water-repellent 

contrasting core webbing

This product has been tested in an ISO 17025 certified laboratory in accordance with all requirements
specified by ANSI Z359.7-2019. All testing is validated by a third party professional engineer.

Declaration of conformity
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